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A Focused 

Explanation

interest to your readers.

how they could use the concept; build on their interests or what they already know; or
clarify their mistaken, faulty, or outdated assumptions or ideas.

it is, ask yourself how you can communicate your enthusiasm to your readers—perhaps
with anecdotes, examples, or illustrations.

My readers don’t find my focus interesting.



A Clear, Logical 

Organization

-
haps forecasts the topics.

in a logical order.

and your focus.

concept, a concrete example, or a similar lead-in.

relates to your readers’ interests.

-
sion. Reread the end of each major part and the beginning of the next to make sure
you have provided transitional cues (for example, the strategic repetition of words or
phrases, use of synonyms, rhetorical questions). If there are none, add some.

be redefined, for example.

a comparison.

My readers don’t find my organization clear and logical.

My readers say that the beginning doesn’t capture their interest.

My readers feel that the essay doesn’t flow smoothly from one part to the next.

My readers feel that the ending falls flat.



Appropriate 

Explanatory 

Strategies

topic—defining, classifying, comparing and contrasting, narrating, illustrating, 
describing, or explaining cause and effect.

terms your readers might not know.

questions, and so on).
 

discussion.

readers already know.

the like) that might be appropriate for your explanation. If you are publishing your 
concept explanation online, consider video clips, audio files, and animated graphics 
as well.

or illustrations.

important words.

its relation to your own ideas absolutely clear.

apart from the credibility of the source.

My readers don’t understand my explanation.

My readers want more information about certain aspects of the concept.

My readers think visuals would help them better understand the concept.

My readers think my summaries are vague, paraphrases are too 
complicated, or quotations are too long or uninteresting.

My readers aren’t sure how source information supports my explanation of the concept.



Smooth Integration 

of Sources

enough context or clearly establish the author’s credentials.

signal phrases to give your readers more information about what your source is saying 
and why you are referring to it.

adequate number of credible sources.

appositives where appropriate.

relevant, credible, or otherwise appropriate.

My readers think that the quotations, summaries, and paraphrases don’t flow smoothly 
with the rest of the essay.

My readers are concerned that my list of sources is too limited.

My readers wonder whether my sources are credible.




